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AGENDA 2 MAY A&S FACULTY MEETING

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

AGENDA 2 MAY A&S FACULTY MEETING
Wed, 26 Apr 2000 14:30:47 -0400
Carol Lauer <CLauer@Rollins.Edu>
clauer@Rollins.Edu

GENERAL MEETING
GENERAL MEETING
ARTS AND SCIENCES FACULTY
TUESDAY , May 2, 2000
12:30- 1:45 P.M.
GALLOWAY ROOM

I. Call to Order
II. Approval of Minutes from April 25, 2000
Available on Governance Web Page (see Campus Only Access)
III.

Announcements and Information

IV.
Old Business
A. Academic Affairs Committee
1. Proposed General Education requirements - see addendum
V.
New Business
A. Professional Standards Committee
1. Proposed model for the role of the Dean of the Faculty and the
Faculty Evaluation Committee in the tenure and promotion process.
B. Other
1. Approval of Graduates
VI.

Adjournment

ADDENDUM 1
General Education Curriculum
As preparation for active and responsible citizenship in a global
society, students need both breadth and depth in their learning
experience. By majoring in at least one area of knowledge, students gain
the depth necessary for professional and graduate expertise, whereas the
general education curriculum at Rollins College exposes students to a
more varied domain of knowledge and experience. In keeping with our
mission to educate students to think critically across disciplines, the
general education curriculum exposes students to the ways various areas
of knowledge may reinforce and enrich each other.
The general education curriculum consists of the following:
Writing (W)
The communication of ideas, information, poetry, stories, intent, and
even culture itself has been dependent on the ability of humans
effectively to store facts and convert thoughts to written language.
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This ability, at the core of a liberal arts education, is essential for
active citizenry.
In covering both academic and (to a lesser degree)
familiar writing, the W course focuses on understanding rhetorical
strategies. Students will read the texts of others and learn to shape
their own meanings by writing and editing a variety of forms. As a
result of successfully completing this requirement, students will be
able to:
? Define and use a variety of discourse forms, from the familiar essay
to the formal argument, shaping and structuring their material to suit a
given purpose
? Recognize that all discourse forms contain a central idea to be
stated, explained, and developed through reasoning and evidence
appropriate to the form in question
? Differentiate and practice the stages of writing and revision in any
form: inventing, drafting, gathering feedback from interested readers,
revising, and finalizing
? Demonstrate mastery of editing for content, for style, and for basic
grammar and mechanics
? Read and react to academic texts by producing such forms as summaries,
responses, reflections, analyses, comparisons, and arguments.

Foreign Languages (F)
Foreign Language study has an intimate and necessary connection with the
educational goal of learning about oneself and one's relationship to the
world.
Language is not just the primary vehicle for the communication
of culture; it is culture. As such, foreign language study offers a
unique window of perception regarding non-English speaking cultures, a
window through which students can learn to communicate in a language
other than their native tongue, and learn how other people live and what
they value.
Second language study also provides insights into the
nature of language and its power to shape ideas and expression. As a
result of successfully completing this requirement, students will be
able to:
? Make themselves understood and communicate their basic needs in
day-to-day activities in a non-English speaking environment
? Identify appropriate behavior and recognize basic rules of etiquette
in the target language culture
? Understand the basic values and beliefs of the target language
culture.

Quantitative Reasoning (Q)
Quantitative methods have become increasingly important in the natural
and social sciences, business, government, and in many other activities
that directly affect our lives.
Furthermore, with the advent of fast
computers with huge storage capabilities, it has become possible to
collect, process, and disseminate large amounts of data.
Playing an
active role in the decision-making that shapes our society requires us
to be able to interpret, analyze, and draw sound conclusions from the
standard representations of data. As a result of successfully completing
this requirement, students will be able to:
? Organize data in graphs, tables, and charts so that the essential
characteristics of these data become apparent
? Critically analyze and interpret data in various standard
representations
? Draw conclusions about a population from a random sample, making
appropriate statements pertaining to the statistical significance of
those conclusions
? Solve problems using logical reasoning, standard statistical
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functions, and spreadsheets.
Writing Reinforcement (R)
In a contemporary global society, one must be able to write coherently
and thoughtfully in both public and professional spheres.
To master the
skills and rhetorical practices of writing within a given discipline,
students must move beyond basic instruction to the complexities of
audience analysis and engagement in the larger queries of an informed
citizenry.
These courses require students to produce a series of
written assignments intended both to extend facility in composition and
to deepen understanding of course content. As a result of successfully
completing this requirement, students will be able to:
? Demonstrate competency in a discipline-specific mode of writing using
appropriate style, structure, vocabulary and supportive evidence
? Make appropriate use of discipline-relevant information from various
modes of expression (equations, graphs, etc.)
? Practice critical thinking skills (comprehension, application,
analysis, synthesis, evaluation) in working with discipline-based topics
? Evince a technologically sophisticated drafting process that considers
audience and purpose;
? Recognize the multiple uses of writing.

Oral Communication (T)
A liberally educated person should be articulate and capable of
effective listening.
Oral communication skills are best developed if
emphasized in a variety of disciplinary contexts.
Students who acquire
skills in oral communication are better prepared to perform in
professional and civic life. As a result of successfully completing this
requirement, students will be able to:
?
?
?
?
?
?

Prepare and deliver an effective oral presentation
Critically analyze and evaluate oral presentations
Manage communication anxiety
Practice active listening
Participate in class and group discussions
Apply communication skills to discipline-based practices and learning.

Decision Making and Valuation (V)
By reflecting on their values, people find meaning and justification in
their lives as individuals and as participants in their communities.
Personal growth is encouraged by critically reflecting on one's own
values and those of society, and in making personal and collective
decisions in accordance with reasoned ethical principles. These courses
will promote this critical reflection and principled decision-making
through case studies, Socratic dialogue, service learning, or other
appropriate methods. As a result of successfully completing this
requirement, students will be able to:
Identify and discuss the ethical dimensions of societal issues
Make use of moral arguments to assess a course of action or social
policy
? Identify, articulate and critically evaluate their own ethical
commitments
? Discuss the complexities of principled collective decision-making in a
diverse community.
?
?

Physical and Organic Sciences with Laboratory (P, 0,
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Humans live in and are part of the natural world. Our survival and
success depends on our ability to understand, draw sustenance from, and
sustain this world. Together, these courses focus on understanding the
nature of science: its discovery process, the scientific method, and the
historical sequence leading to major discoveries.
Where possible,
these courses discuss the social context of the sciences and give
examples of the interplay between science and society. Students will
complete two sciences courses (at least one with an integrated
laboratory) from two levels of the science continuum, one from the
physical sciences (P) and one from the life or experimental behavioral
sciences (0). As a result of successfully completing this requirement,
students will be able to:
? Find, analyze, and evaluate quantitative and qualitative information
obtained from experimental data to make an informed decision on a
critical scientific or technological issue
? Discuss basic scientific principles at the appropriate level of
analysis
? Describe in general terms the major scientific paradigms and models
along with the kinds of evidence that provides the basis for these
understandings
? Evaluate the level of support for a particular scientific theory and
to distinguish between competing theories based on empirical evidence
and its limitations
? Distinguish between arguments and evidence that are scientific and
non-scientific
? Find, read, and critique scientific material intended for the educated
public such as leading newspapers, newsmagazines, and popular scientific
magazines.

As a result of successfully completing the laboratory requirement
students will be able to:

(N),

? Formulate a hypothesis, identify the dependent and independent
variables, describe the controls used, and formulate an explanation of
the results obtained from a laboratory investigation or from a
description of a generic experiment within the physical sciences
? Describe or demonstrate the level of accuracy required in the
acquisition of experimental data by various methods or for various uses
? Find relationships between variables when provided with descriptive
and/or graphical information.

Knowledge of Other Cultures (C)
Humans have adapted to a wide range of habitats and developed a rich
variety of ways of interpreting and understanding the world.
The
diversity of these interpretations is part of what defines our species.
By analyzing a non-western culture, students will better understand what
is common to human nature and how societies differ from each other.
Knowledge of other cultures will allow students, in addition, to
recognize the dangers of cultural stereotyping. As a result of
successfully completing this requirement, students will be able to:
? Identify the distinctive features of a culture and their
interconnections
? Identify how symbols, rituals and practices both shape and reflect
culture's meanings
? Describe the culture as a product of its history and as an adaptation
to its physical and social surroundings, and explain how local cultural
patterns reflect and diverge from regional and global influences
? Define how the perceptions and evaluations of individuals are shaped
by their culture
? Recognize implicit assumptions that are distinctively western through
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A&S faculty meeting
Wed, 26 Apr 2000 07:17:40-0400
Edna McClellan <emcclell@Rollins.Edu>
kreich@Rollins.Edu

kate,
Tues at A& S faculty meeting. Ed LeRoy was appointed to a 3 year
term for FEC. You won't be here but the Fall retreat is Aug 18th. There
was considerable discussion of the Sustainable development minor. Roy
Kerr and Tom Lairson got into a fight. More discussion next Tues. Dave
whathis name in Science outlined the process to date of the general
education requirements. They are being re-written to show how they
support the institutional goals and how they can be assessed. More
discussion later. Commencement: 8:30 am at Annie Russell for robing.
Grad: 9am on lawn. Next faculty meeting may 2nd. Civic ed discussion led
by Rick Foglesong is Wed May 3rd at 10-12 am. Calendar for 2001-2002 in
process of approval-I don't think it is ready for distribution. That is
it. Edna
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analysis of a culture that has different assumptions.
Development of Western Society (D)
The ideas, arts and institutions that define Western society and culture
have emerged from a rich historical process.
In order to understand,
appreciate and critically evaluate any aspect of this culture, one must
have an understanding of the context from which it arose. By studying
the Western heritage in its historical development, students will be
encouraged to see the historical dimensions of the
issues they face as engaged citizens today. As a result of successfully
completing this requirement, students will be able to:
? Identify and analyze, from an historical perspective, a defining
aspect of Western culture
? Critically analyze and evaluate historical documents and primary
sources
? Understand and evaluate an explanatory historical narrative--cognizant
that no such narrative is definitive or final
? Describe how history has shaped the present as well as how the present
differs from the historical past.

Knowledge of Contemporary American Society (S)
Because of the global prominence of the United States, a critical
understanding of contemporary American society is a central component of
a liberal arts education intended to prepare students for effective
citizenship. The knowledge students acquire about American history,
culture, and social institutions will contribute to their ability to
reflect critically on their social environment and will enable them to
sustain and transform the communities in which they live. As a result of
successfully completing this requirement, students will be able to:
? Explain how conditions in contemporary American society have been
shaped by historical events and developments
? Identify sources of social stability and social change in contemporary
American society
? Analyze the enduring divisions and conflicts in American society and
describe their causes and consequences
? Examine the place of the individual in modern American society, the
reciprocal relationship between society and the individual, and the
capacity of the individual to achieve self-awareness and contribute to
social change
? Compare, contrast, and apply different methods and perspectives for
understanding contemporary social issues and problems in American
society.

Literature (L)
Part of the reality and evolution of a mature culture resides in that
culture's literary tradition and the knowledgeable citizen will have
read widely and understood that material. These courses expose the
student to compelling contemporary writing as well as literary works
that, by tradition and broad cultural consensus, have been deemed
excellent in form or expression and of lasting or even permanent value
and universal interest. As a result of successfully completing this
requirement, students will be able to:
?
?
?
?
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and history and to render informed aesthetic judgments
? Develop a proficiency in analyzing a broad range of literary works.
Expressive Arts

(A)

Artistic creation is a central and enduring activity in all cultures.
The arts attest to the fundamental human need for self-expression and
for the transformation of human experience into lasting symbolic form.
Furthermore, the great diversity of art forms across cultures is
evidence of the degree to which human experience, while shared, is also
culturally determined. Expressive arts classes provide the student with
an appreciation for aesthetic experience by teaching the skills
necessary for individual aesthetic expression or by focusing on
acquiring a critical vocabulary with which to articulate aesthetic
experience, or both, depending on the discipline. The expressive arts
thus encompass both primary aspects of artistic creation: its practice
and its scholarly study. As a result of successfully completing this
requirement, students will be able to:
? Identify and explain artistic techniques and styles either in practice
or in a historical sequence, or both, and in their cultural context
? Demonstrate an acquaintance with the creative process itself,
including the techniques, processes, and concepts of artistic creation
in different media, whether from hands-on experience or from the study
of history and theory
? Give evidence of broadened perspective by validating cultural
perspectives of others as expressed in the arts
? Relate artistic expressions to the value system of his/her own
culture, as well as cultures different from his/her own.
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A&S faculty meeting
Wed, 26 Apr 2000 07: 17:40 -0400
Edna McClellan <emcclell@Rollins.Edu>
k:reich@Rollins.Edu

kate,
Tues at A& S faculty meeting. Ed LeRoy was appointed to a 3 year
term for FEC. You won't be here but the Fall retreat is Aug 18th. There
was considerable discussion of the Sustainable development minor. Roy
Kerr and Tom Lairson got into a fight. More discussion next Tues. Dave
whathis name in Science outlined the process to date of the general
education requirements. They are being re-written to show how they
support the institutional goals and how they can be assessed. More
discussion later. Commencement: 8:30 am at Annie Russell for robing.
Grad: 9am on lawn. Next faculty meeting may 2nd. Civic ed discussion led
by Rick Foglesong is Wed May 3rd at 10-12 am. Calendar for 2001-2002 in
process of approval-I don't think it is ready for distribution. That is
it. Edna
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To:

[Fwd: Fw: Key points on proposed SD/INC minor]
Wed, 26 Apr 2000 09:12:06 -0400
Gertrude Laframboise <glaframboise@Rollins.Edu>
"Prof. Kate Reich" <kreich@Rollins.Edu>

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Fw: Key points on proposed SD/INC minor
Tue, 25 Apr 2000 16:15:51 -0400
"Kathleen J. Reich" <kreich@sprintmail.com>
Kate Reich <glaframboise@Rollins.Edu>

-----Original Message----From: Lee Lines <

To:

<

>

>

Date: Monday, April 24, 2000 3:44 PM
Subject: Key points on proposed SD/TNC minor

Dear Colleagues,
In an effort to have a constructive discussion on "Sustainable
D elopment and "Fransnational Corporations" we have
summarized a few key points related to the origin and
structure of the proposed SD/TNC minor...
1) The original and primary intent of this project was to link two programs,
environmental studies and international business .... this is at the core of the
proposal and explains the resulting curricular structure. We felt that a minor was
the best way to accomplish this objective.
2) The project never intended (nor was it designed) to cover
every dimension of sustainable development... we would be the first to
acknowledge that to do so would require a much broader curriculum.
3) In an effort to maintain focus and clarity the minor
includes only four core courses and two seminar/practica. These practica focus
on regions in which the participating faculty have considerable experience.
4) The project was also designed to secure, for the first time at Rollins,
significant funding for overseas learning experiences for students who would
ordinarily be unable to participate.
Knowing the concerns that many of our colleagues have had
about the liberal arts background of International Business
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students ... we see this as an excellent opportunity to broaden
the educational experience of these students.
Barry and Lee
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